Abstract-This communication proposes an E-pulse-based scheme for radar target discrimination that provides asymptotically correct results for any level of additive white noise contaminating the radar signal. After multiple sampling of the signal dispersed by the target, it is analytically shown that the cross correlation between the output signals of the E-pulse designed for the standard target, corresponding to two different sampling periods, is asymptotically null, regardless of the amount of contaminating noise. The results obtained by simulation have allowed us to propose a discrimination criterion that produces better results than the original E-pulse technique at very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) levels.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, various techniques for the discrimination of radar targets based on the concept of natural target resonances have been proposed in the literature. Particularly noteworthy is the extinctionpulse (E-pulse) technique [1] - [9] . The basis of this scheme consists in synthesising an E-pulse Ep(t) such the convolution of the transient, late-time response of a specific or standard target and Ep(t) is null [1] . This technique has been analyzed in several subsequent works [2] - [4] , and several authors have proposed changes and studied its performance when the target response is contaminated by noise; see for example [5] , [6] , and references therein. Moreover, the applicability and feasibility of this technique has been studied in several published articles [7] - [9] .
The present communication first carries out a study of the asymptotic performance of the E-pulse technique in the presence of contaminating white noise, analysing the causes of resulting deterioration at low SNR. We then propose a modification of the E-pulse discrimination scheme that provides asymptotically correct results for any amount of signal-tonoise ratio (SNR).
II. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE E-PULSE SCHEME
Let r(t) be the complex late-time [1] radar return scattered by one of the N conducting targets of the library. In the original E-pulse scheme, an E-pulse filter is constructed for each of the N targets such that the output of r(t) is null when it passes through the filter designed for the target from which the signal derives (Fig. 1) . After passing r(t) through the N E-pulse filters fEp i (n)g i=1;...;N ; N output signals fyi(n)gi=1;...;N are obtained and their energy fZi (n)gi=1;...;N is calculated. Finally, the target with the lowest energy after normalizing to the total energy in the scattered pulse, Z i is chosen as correct [2] . The radar signal is often contaminated by noise, so that x(n) = r(n)+ v(n), where v(n) is an additive, complex white gaussian noise. In this case, the output signal becomes
Calculating the energy of y i (n) in a time interval of span W = MT; M being the number of data points and T the sampling period, and applying Parseval's theorem [10] , we obtain in the frequency domain
where v is the noise standard deviation, Ep(k) and X(k) are the discrete Fourier transform of the signals Ep(n) and x(n), respectively, and R(1) denotes the real part. If the correct target is p, for i = p the first and third terms of expression (2) are null. Therefore, Z p depends on the noise standard deviation v and on the filter energy Ep p (n). When synthesising the E-pulse filters, they must all have the same energy so that the comparison between Z i provides the desired information. Therefore, the second term will be identical for the different terms. However, the value of the third term for i 6 = p depends on channel i, on the dispersed signal x(n) and on the variance of the noise. Specifically, it can give a negative contribution to the energy, which could produce a lower energy value for a false channel than that obtained for the real channel, as long as the contribution of the first term is small enough. Original E-pulse scheme. Proposed discrimination scheme.
If this negative value of the third term occurs, as it is multiplied by the noise variance, the only requirement is to increase v, i.e., decreasing the SNR, so that this term annuls the contribution of the first term and a misclassification will occur.
III. PROPOSED E PULSE-BASED RADAR TARGET DISCRIMINATION SCHEME
The proposed discrimination scheme takes advantage of the statistical properties of white noise with the aim of obtaining a correct E-pulse output that is asymptotically null, even in the presence of noise, that is, regardless of v (Fig. 2) . The signal scattered in the late-time x(t) = r(t) + v(t) is sampled in two different time intervals T 1 and T 2 obtaining two, statistically independent signals x 1 (n) = r 1 (t) + v 1 (t) and x 2 (n) = r 2 (t) + v 2 (t). These two signals pass through the E-pulses corresponding to the N library targets samples at periods T 1 and T 2 as well, producing fEp If we calculate the cross correlations [10] corresponding to the same target, but with different sampling periods, and consider p to be the index of the correct target, we obtain 
where it can be observed that the cross correlations have no random component and are therefore independent of additive noise [which is different to that occurs in (3)]. Based on these cross correlations, we can define as an identification criterion the filter that provides the least energy. Thus, given an interval of maximum time delay 0 , the correct target will be that for which E i is minimal, defining E i as
A selection criterion for the correct target is thereby obtained that is valid and asymptotically independent of the amount of additive noise.
In order to improve the discrimination accuracy and to reduce the misclassification probability, the contribution of the deterministic component in (4) should be always positive. In practice, this is achievable if the minimum cross correlation without lag ( = 0) is taken as the discrimination criterion instead of the output energy given in (5), T1 and T2 are close enough and their corresponding sampling frequencies are large compared to the natural frequency corresponding to the maximum target resonance. Fig. 2 shows the proposed scheme, using the zero lag = 0 in the cross correlation (4) as the discrimination criterion.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
To carry out a performance study of the proposed scheme, we have chosen for the discrimination test three conducting wires of lengths L; 0:9L and 1:1L, and a radius a given by L=a = 200. The wire impulse response has been synthesized using the first four modes of the first branch [11] , and the sampling periods T1 = 0:02 L/c and T 2 = 0:019 L/c have been chosen. In the original E-pulse scheme, T 1 was used as the sampling period. The election of the sampling periods T 1 and T 2 should be as close as possible, whenever the noise is actually white. Closer the two periods, greater the contribution of the signal in the wrong channel to the crosscorrelation in (4) and lesser the probability of the noise contribution to be bigger than the signal contribution in (3). Then, natural E-pulses corresponding to the subsectional pulse base functions [1] have been synthesized for the three conducting targets. In the simulations, we have calculated the number of times that the original scheme and the proposed one mistakenly identify target L as correct in 100 Monte Carlo runs, as a function of the SNR. The results obtained for 60 pulse incidence angle are shown in Fig. 3 . In all the simulation the correct target is the target of length L. The choice of the correct target affects only in the absolute values of the results but not in their relative values. The length of the target response is taken in all cases as 20 L/c. As can be observed in the figure, the proposed scheme is an important improvement over the original E-pulse scheme, allowing a completely correct identification up to SNR as low as 05 dB and always showing fewer errors than the original scheme.
The same conclusions can be obtained if other types of E-pulses are used for discrimination. For example, if quadratic basis functions are used to expand the polynomial E-pulses [4] , the percentage of misclassification are shown in Fig. 4 . As in the preceding case, the results show the capability of the proposed method to extend the discrimination to a broader SNR range.
V. CONCLUSION
Based on a study of the performance of the E-pulse technique, a new discrimination scheme for radar targets has been proposed based on the use of cross correlation as a discrimination criterion in the E-pulse method. It is shown analytically that the proposed scheme provides asymptotically correct results regardless of the noise level contaminating the target response. Simulation results corroborate this enhancement and indicate that the proposed scheme produces fewer discrimination errors than the original E-pulse in all cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wave propagation over hills in rural areas, or over buildings in urban areas, will very often mean diffraction by multiple obstacles. It very often also means multiple-edge transition region diffraction. For the uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) method considered herein, this is a case of diffraction that needs some special care, as conventional UTD is not accurate enough for multiple transition region diffraction [1] .
